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1 Introduction
The quantum groupUq(g) associated with a simple Lie algebra g is an associative
algebra over the rational function field C(q) (q is an indeterminate) and we can
define its ”integral” form over the Laurant polynomial ring C[q, q−1], which
enables us to specialize q to any non-zero complex number ε. We are going
to see two types of such integral forms and accordingly, we obtain two types
of specializations, one is called the ’restriced specialization’ denoted by U resε ,
and the other is called the ’non-restricted specialization’ denoted by Uε. Both
coincide if ε is trancendental. But we are interested in the case that ε is the
l-th primitive root of unity, where l is an odd integer greater than 1. In the
case, they do not so. The former is initiated by Lusztig [4],[5] and the latter is
introduced in [3] by DeConcini and Kac. Their representation theories are quite
different: Irreducible U resε -modules are highest weight modules in some sense and
the classification of the irreducible modules is same as the one for simple Lie
algebras or ordinary quantum algebras (see Theorem 3.5 below). Furthermore,
irreducble modules possess the remarkable property “tensor product theorem”
(see Theorem 3.6 below), which claims that arbitray irreducible highest weight
module V (λ) with the highest weight λ is devided into tensor product of two
irreducible modules V (λ(0)) and V (lλ(1)) where λ(0) and λ(1) are as in Theorem
3.6. Here the module V (λ(0)) is identified with the irreducible Ufinε -module,
wehre Ufinε is some finite dimenstional subalgebra of U
res
ε (see 2.2) and the
module V (lλ(1)) can be identified with the irreducible highest weight U(g)-
module V (λ(1)), whose structure is known very well. Thus, if the structure
of V (λ(0)) is clarified, we can analize the detailed feature of V (λ). Indeed,
the character of V (λ) is given by the famous Kazhdan-Lusztig formula. But
structures as a module, e.g., explicit descriptions of basis vectors or actions of
the generators on them, are not still clear.
On the other hand, irreducible Uε-modules are not necessarily highest or
lowest weight modules. They are characterized by many continious parameters
and if they are “generic”, their dimensions are all same (see [3],[1]). But if
we specialize the parameters properly, the modules become reducible. In [2],
Date, Jimbo, Miki and Miwa constrcuted such Uε-modules for An-type explic-
itly, which is called the ’maximal cyclic representations’ that is realized in the
vector space V := (Cl)
1
2n(n+1). They contains the continious parameters and
it is shown that if those parameters are generic, they are irreducible. Here we
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consider certain non-generic specialization of the parameters so that V becomes
a reducible Uε-module. Moreover, we shall observe that such a module includes
the unique primitive vector (see Proposition 4.9). The submodule generated by
this primitive vector can be seen as an irreducible Ufinε -module and isomorphic
to V (λ(0)) for some λ (Theorem 5.5).
The organizations of the paper is as follows; in section 2 we review the
quantum algebras at roots of unity. In section 3, we see the maximal cyclic
representations of the A-type following [2] and review the represenation theory
of U resε . In section 4, we specilize the parameters properly and show that under
the specialization, there exists a unique primitive vector in the module. Finally,
in section 5, it is shown that the representation space become the module of the
finite dimensional algebra Ufinε and the submodule generated by the primitive
vector is irreducible.
2 Algebras at roots of unity
In this section, we review the algebras treated in this article.
2.1 Restricted integral forms and specializations
Let C(q) be the rational function field in an indeterminate q and denote the
ring C[q, q−1] by A. We use the notations:
[a]q :=
qa − q−a
q − q−1
, [a]q! := [a]q[a− 1]q · · · [2]q[1]q,
[
m
k
]
q
:=
[m]q!
[k]q![m− k]q!
.
Let I := {1, 2, · · · , n} be the index set and (aij)i,j∈I be the Cartan matrix of
type A, i.e., aii = 2 (1 ≤ i ≤ n), aii+1 = ai+1i = −1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), and
aij = 0 otherwise. Let us denote the set of roots (resp. positive roots) by ∆
(resp. ∆+). Let {hi}i∈I be the set of simple coroots and {αi}i∈I the set of
simple roots. Define the weight lattice P := {λ | 〈hi, λ〉 ∈ Z} (resp. the set
of dominant integral weights P+ := {λ | 〈hi, λ〉 ∈ Z≥0}). Let {Λi}i∈I be the
fundamental weights which satisfy 〈hi,Λj〉 = δij and then P = ⊕iZΛi. Let W
be the Weyl group of type An, which is generated by the simple reflections si
(i ∈ I). The quantum algebra Uq(g) is the associative algebra generated by
ei, fi, t
±
i (i ∈ I) and the relations
tit
−1
i = t
−1
i ti = 1, titj = tjti, (2.1)
tiejt
−1
i = q
aij ej, (2.2)
tifjt
−1
i = q
−aij ej, (2.3)
eifj − fjei =
ti−t
−1
i
q−q−1 , (2.4)∑1−aij
k=0 (−1)e
(k)
i eje
(1−aij−k)
i =
∑1−aij
k=0 (−1)f
(k)
i fjf
(1−aij−k)
i = 0 (i 6= j),(2.5)
where e
(k)
i := e
k
i /[k]q! and f
(k)
i := f
k
i /[k]q!.
Here we set [
ti, p
r
]
q
:=
r∏
s=1
tiq
p+1−s − t−1i q
s−p−1
qs − q−s
.
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The algebra U resA is the A-subalgebra of Uq(g) generated by e
(k)
i , f
(k)
i , t
±
i and[
ti, p
k
]
(i ∈ I, p, k ∈ Z and k ≥ 0), which is called the restricted integral form.
Here we can define the restricted specializations for any ε ∈ C×;
U resε := U
res
A ⊗A Cε, (2.6)
where A acts on Cε := C by f(q)c := f(ε)c (c ∈ C).
2.2 Finite dimensional quantum algebra
For ε ∈ C× we use the notation
[a] :=
εa − ε−a
ε− ε−1
, [a]! := [a][a− 1] · · · [2][1],
[
m
k
]
:=
[
m
k
]
q=ε
.
Since
[
m
k
]
q
∈ C[q, q−1], the definition of
[
m
k
]
is valid.
As for the specializations of q, we shall be interested in the case that ε is a
root of unity. So in what follows, suppose that:
l is the odd integer greater than 1 and ε is the primitive l-th root of unity.
Under this setting, we can find an interesting finite dimensional subalgebra
Ufinε of U
res
ε . U
fin
ε is defined as the subalgebra of U
res
ε generated by ei, fi and t
±
i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n). We know that this algebra is finite dimensional over C with the
dimension 2nln
2+2n (see Proposition 2.2 below).
This Ufinε is also defined by ”generators and relations” as follows;
Proposition 2.1 ([1],[4]) The algebra Ufinε is isomorphic to the associative C-
algebra with generators eα, fα (α ∈ ∆+) and t
±
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) satisfying the
following relations;
tit
−1
i = t
−1
i ti = 1, titj = tjti, (2.7)
tiejt
−1
i = ε
aijej , (2.8)
tifjt
−1
i = ε
−aijej , (2.9)
eifj − fjei = δij
ti−t
−1
i
ε−ε−1 . (2.10)
If (αi, α) = 0 and i < g(α),
eieα = eαei, (2.11)
fifα = fαfi. (2.12)
If (αi, α) = −1 and i < g(α),
eα+αi = ε
−1eαei − eieα, (2.13)
εeieα+αi = eα+αiei, (2.14)
εeα+αieα = eαeα+αi , (2.15)
fα+αi = εfαfi − fifα, (2.16)
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εfifα+αi = fα+αifi, (2.17)
εfα+αifα = fαfα+αi . (2.18)
elα = f
l
α = 0, ( for any α ∈ ∆+), (2.19)
t2li = 1( for any i ∈ I), (2.20)
where we define g(α) (α ∈ ∆+) to be the largest index satisfying ci 6= 0 if we
write α =
∑
i ciαi and set ei := eαi and fi := fαi .
Define (Ufinε )
+ (resp. (Ufinε )
−, (Ufinε )
0) to be the subalgebra of Ufinε gener-
ated by ei (resp. fi, t
±
i ). Fix a reduced expression w0 = si1si2 · · · siN of the
longest elememtn of the Weyl group W and set βk := si1si2 · · · sik−1(αik) for
k ∈ {1, · · · , N} where N := 12n(n+ 1) is the number of positive roots. Here we
have the following Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt type theorem:
Proposition 2.2 ([1],[4]) (i) The algebra (Ufinε )
+ is a finite dimensional C-
vector space with the basis
{erNβN e
rN−1
βN−1
· · · er1β1}0≤r1,···,rN<l. (2.21)
(ii) The algebra (Ufinε )
− is a finite dimensional C-vector space with the basis
{f rNβN f
rN−1
βN−1
· · · f r1β1}0≤r1,···,rN<l. (2.22)
(iii) The algebra (Ufinε )
0 is a finite dimensional C-vector space with the basis
{trnn t
rn−1
n−1 · · · t
r1
1 }0≤r1,···,rn<2l. (2.23)
(iv) Multiplication defines an isomorphism of C-vector space;
(Ufinε )
− ⊗ (Ufinε )
0 ⊗ (Ufinε )
+ ∼−→Ufinε . (2.24)
2.3 Non-restrcited specializations
Here we see another type of specialization of q to a root of unity.
Introduce the elements
[ti;m] :=
tiq
m − t−1i q
−m
q − q−1
∈ Uq(g).
The algebra UA is the A-subalgebra of Uq(g) generated by the elements ei, fi,
t±i and [ti; 0] (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Remark. The defining relations for UA are as in 2.1, but repalcing (2.4) by
eifj − fjei = δij [ti; 0]. (2.25)
and add the relation (q − q−1)[ti; 0] = ti − t
−1
i .
Now for arbitrary ε ∈ C× we define the C-algebra
Uε := UA ⊗A Cε,
where A acts on Cε = C by f(q)c = f(ε)c (c ∈ C). This Uε is called the
non-restricted specialization.
4
3 Representations
3.1 Maximal cyclic representations of Uε
The representation theory of Uε is discussed in [3] in which the maximal dimen-
sion of irreducible representations for An type is given by l
1
2n(n+1) in the case
ε is the l-th root of unity and in [2], it is constructed explicitly and called the
’maximal cyclic representaions’. Here we modify the presnetations in [2] subtly
in order to simplify the arguments in the section 4.
Let H be the group generated by {xij , zij}1≤i≤j≤n and the center ε with the
relations zijxij = εxijzij and all others commute each other, and setW := C[H ]
the group ring of H . For r := (r1, · · · , rn), s := (s1, · · · , sn) ∈ (C
×)n, we define
the map ϕr,s : Uε −→W by (see [2]);
ϕr,s(ei) :=
n∑
k=i
xi kxi k+1 · · ·xi n{rizi kzi k−1z
−1
i−1 k−1z
−1
i+1 k}, (3.1)
ϕr,s(fi) :=
i∑
k=1
x−1i+1−k n+1−kx
−1
i+2−k n+2−k · · ·x
−1
in (3.2)
×{sizi+1−k n−kz
−1
i+1−k n+1−kzi−k n+1−kz
−1
i−k n−k},
ϕr,s(ti) :=
ri
si
z2i nz
−1
i−1nz
−1
i+1n, (3.3)
where we use the notation {z} = (z − z−1)/(ε− ε−1).
Let ∗ :W −→W be the C-linear involution defined by
x∗jk := x
−1
k+1−j k, z
∗
jk := z
−1
k+1−j k,
and set
Aik := xi kxi k+1 · · ·xi n, Bik := zi kzi k−1z
−1
i−1 k−1z
−1
i+1 k.
Then, (3.1) and (3.2) can be written in the following forms;
ϕr,s(ei) =
n∑
k=i
Aik{riBik}, ϕr,s(fi) =
i∑
k=1
A∗n+1−i n+1−k{siB
∗
n+1−i n+1−k}.
(3.4)
Proposition 3.1 The map ϕr,s defines a C-linear algebra homomorphism from
Uε to W.
Lemma 3.2 The following commutation relations hold (see [2](2.5)).
AijBik = ε
−2BikAij if j < k,
= ε−1BikAij if j = k,
= BikAij if j > k.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. We have AikBik = ε
−1BikAik and then
ϕr,s(ei) =
n∑
k=i
{riε
−1Bik}Aik, ϕr,s(fi) =
i∑
k=1
{siε
−1B∗n+1−i n+1−k}A
∗
n+1−i n+1−k.
This implies ϕr,s = ρε−1r,ε−1s (ρr,s is given in [2]). Thus, by Theorem 2.2 in [2],
we obtained the desired result.
Proposition 3.3 For any m ∈ Z>0, we have
ϕr,s(e
m
i ) = [m]!
m∑
p=1
∑
i ≤ kp < · · · < k1 ≤ n
1 ≤ νp < · · · < ν1 = m
p∏
r=1
A
νr−νr+1
i kr
p∏
r=1
{
riBi kr ; νr − 1
νr − νr+1
}
, (3.5)
ϕr,s(f
m
i )
= [m]!
m∑
p=1
∑
i ≤ kp < · · · < k1 ≤ n
1 ≤ νp < · · · < ν1 = m
p∏
r=1
A
∗νr−νr+1
n+1−i n+1−kr
p∏
r=1
{
siB
∗
n+1−i n+1−kr
; νr − 1
νr − νr+1
}
, (3.6)
where νp+1 = 0 and we set{
a; b
c
}
:=
{aεb}{aεb−1} · · · {aεb−c+1}
[c]!
.
Remark. The definition of
{
a; b
c
}
is invalid for ε such that [c]! = 0. But in the
right hand-side of (3.5) and (3.6) we see that the term
[m]!∏p
r=1[νr − νr+1]
(1 ≤ νp < · · · < ν1 = m).
is valid since [m]q!/
∏p
r=1[νr − νr+1]q ∈ Z[q, q
−1].
Proof. In [2], the following formula is given
ρr,s(e
m
i ) = [m]!
m∑
p=1
∑
i ≤ kp < · · · < k1 ≤ n
1 ≤ νp < · · · < ν1 = m
p∏
r=1
{
riBi kr ;−νr+1
νr − νr+1
} p∏
r=1
A
νr−νr+1
i kr
,
(3.7)
where νp+1 = 0. Since ϕr,s = ρε−1r,ε−1s, it follows from (3.7)
ϕr,s(e
m
i ) = ρε−1r,ε−1s(e
m
i )
= [m]!
m∑
p=1
∑
i ≤ kp < · · · < k1 ≤ n
1 ≤ νp < · · · < ν1 = m
p∏
r=1
{
ε−1riBi kr ;−νr+1
νr − νr+1
} p∏
r=1
A
νr−νr+1
i kr
(3.8)
Here by Lemma 3.2 we obtain for i ≤ kp < · · · < k1 ≤ n and 1 ≤ r ≤ p{
ε−1riBi kr ;−νr+1
νr − νr+1
}( p∏
r=1
A
νr−νr+1
i kr
)
=
(
p∏
r=1
A
νr−νr+1
i kr
){
ε−1+νr+νr+1−2νp+1riBi kr ;−νr+1
νr − νr+1
}
=
(
p∏
r=1
A
νr−νr+1
i kr
){
riBi kr ; νr − 1
νr − νr+1
}
,
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where we use νp+1 = 0. Thus, we obtain (3.5). Similarly we also get (3.6).
Let Vi j (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) be a copy of the vector space C
l and set V :=
⊗1≤i≤j≤nVi j . Let u0, · · · , ul−1 be the standard basis of C
l. Now we define the
representation (ψa,b,V) ofW as follows: Let Zj k, Xj k ∈ End(V) be the matrices
defined as Zj kui = ui+1 and Xj kui = ε
iui on the component Vjk and as the
identity on the other component. For non-zero parameters a := (ai j)1≤i≤j≤n
and b := (bi j)1≤i≤j≤n ∈ (C
×)n(n+1)/2, define ψa,b(xi j), ψa,b(zi j) ∈ End(V) to
be
ψa,b(xij) = aijXij , ψa,b(zij) = bijZij . (3.9)
We can easily check that these define the representation of W :
ψa,b :W −→ End(V). (3.10)
Composing ϕr,s and ψa,b;
Φr,s,a,b := ψa,b ◦ ϕr,s : Uε
ϕr,s
−→W
ψa,b
−→End(V).
we obtain the representation of Uε denoted by (Φr,s,a,b,V). The representation
introduced in [2] is just as (Φεr,εs,a,b,V) in our notation since we have ϕr,s =
ρε−1r,ε−1s in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
In [2], it is shown that the central elements of Uε take values in an open
set of Cn(n+2) and then by [3], it turns out to be generically irreducible for the
parameters r, s, a, b. We are interested in specializations of these parameters so
that the representation (Φr,s,a,b),V) is not necessarily irreducible.
3.2 Representations of U res
ε
and Ufin
ε
We review the representation theory of U resε . The classification of the irreducible
represntations of U resε is given by Lusztig [5]. Before seeing it, let us recall the
notions of highest weight modules.
Definition 3.4 Let V be a U resε -module of type 1 (as for “type”, see [1],[5]).
(i) The weight spaces Vλ (λ =
∑
imiΛi ∈ P ) of V are defined by
Vλ :=
{
v ∈ V |tiv = ε
m
(0)
i v,
[
ti; 0
l
]
v =
[
m
(1)
i
l
]
v
}
, (3.11)
where mi = m
(0)
i + lm
(1)
i and 0 ≤ m
(0)
i < l.
(ii) V is a highest weight module if V is generated by a primitive vector, i.e.,
a vector v ∈ Vλ for some λ ∈ P , such that eiv = e
(l)
i v = 0 for any i ∈ I.
In the case, λ is called the highest weight and v is called the highest weight
vector of V .
Let V (λ) be the irreducible highest weight Uq(g)-module given by V (λ) =
Uq(g)/I where λ ∈ P+ and, I is the left ideal generated by ei, f
1+〈hi,λ〉
i and
ti − q
〈hi,λ〉 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Here denote the generator of V (λ) by vλ. Let V
res
A (λ)
be the U resA -submodule of V (λ) generated by vλ. Set W
res
ε (λ) := V
res
A (λ)⊗ACε,
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which is naturally U resε -module. Note thatW
res
ε (λ) is not necessarily irreducible.
So, let Y be its maximal proper submodule and define V resε (λ) := W
res
ε (λ)/Y
to be the irreducibel quotient, which is type 1 highest weight module with the
highest weight λ.
Theorem 3.5 ([5]) Arbitrary finite-dimensional irreducible U resε -module V of
type 1 is isomorphic to V resε (λ) for a unique λ ∈ P+.
Note that arbitrary finite-dimensional irreducible U resε -module V of type 1 is a
direct sum of its weight spaces.
Theorem 3.6 ([5]) For λ =
∑
imiΛi ∈ P+, define λ
(0) :=
∑
im
(0)
i λi and
λ(1) :=
∑
im
(1)
i λi where mi = m
(0)
i + lm
(1)
i with 0 ≤ m
(0)
i < l (and then
λ = λ(0)+ lλ(1)). The U resε -module V
res
ε (λ) is isomorphic to V (λ
(0))⊗V (lλ(1)).
Here we call a weight λ ∈ P+ satisfying λ = λ
(0) a l-restricted weight.
As we have stated in the introduction, the module V (λ(0)) is irreducible Ufinε -
module and V (lλ(1)) is identified with the irreducible highest weight sln+1-
module V (λ(1)). Since we know the structure of irreducible sln+1-module well,
this theorem implies that the structure of the module V resε (λ) can be clarified if
we shall make clear the one for V (λ(0)).
4 Primitive vectors
Let l and ε be same as in the previous section.
4.1 Specializations of parameters
Let M := {m = (mjk)1≤j≤k≤n|0 ≤ mjk ≤ l − 1} be the index set of the
standard basis of V . We can consider the additive structure onM via the natural
identification M ∼= (Z/lZ)
1
2n(n+1). For m ∈ M we write um := ⊗1≤j≤k≤numjk
(umjk ∈ Vjk).
Here we consider the following specialization of parameters r, s, a, b :
ai kai k+1 · · · ai n = 1, (4.1)
ribi kbi k−1b
−1
i−1 k−1b
−1
i+1 k = 1, (1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ n), (4.2)
ri
si
b2i nb
−1
i−1nb
−1
i+1n = ε
λi (4.3)
where integers {λi}1≤i≤n satisfy 0 ≤ λi < l.
Remark. Here note that the set of parameters satisfying (4.1)–(4.3) is never
empty. Indeed, if we set aj k = bj k = 1 for any (j, k) and ri = 1 and si = ε
−λi
for any i, it is trivial to see that these satisfy (4.1)–(4.3). (By (4.1), we have
ajk = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n).
Lemma 4.1 Under the specialization (4.2) and (4.3), we have
sibi+1−kn−kb
−1
i+1−kn+1−kbi−kn+1−kb
−1
i−kn−k = ε
−λi . (4.4)
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Proof. Using (4.2), we have ribikbik−1b
−1
i−1 k−1b
−1
i+1 k = 1 = ribik−1bik−2b
−1
i−1 k−2b
−1
i+1 k−1
and then bikb
−1
i−1 k−1b
−1
i+1k = bik−2b
−1
i−1 k−2b
−1
i+1 k−1. Changing i → i − k and
k → n− k, we get
bi+1−k n−kb
−1
i+1−k n+1−k = bi−k n−k−1b
−1
i−k n+1−kbi−k−1n−k−1b
−1
i−k−1n−k−1.
(4.5)
By (4.2) with k = n and (4.3), we have sibin−1b
−1
in bi−1nb
−1
i−1n−1 = ε
−λi , which
is (4.4) in the case k = 1. Suppose that (4.4) holds and substitute (4.5) into
(4.4). Then we obtain
sibi−kn−k−1b
−1
i−kn−kbi−k−1n−kb
−1
i−k−1n−k−1 = ε
−λi .
Thus, the induction on k procedes and then we prove (4.4) for any k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , i}.
By (4.1)–(4.3) and this lemma, we have
Φr,s,a,b(ei) :=
n∑
k=i
Xi kXi k+1 · · ·Xi n{Zi kZi k−1Z
−1
i−1 k−1Z
−1
i+1 k}, (4.6)
Φr,s,a,b(fi) :=
i∑
k=1
X−1i+1−k n+1−kX
−1
i+2−k n+2−k · · ·X
−1
in (4.7)
×{ε−λiZi+1−k n−kZ
−1
i+1−k n+1−kZi−k n+1−kZ
−1
i−k n−k},
Φr,s,a,b(ti) := ε
λiZ2i nZ
−1
i−1nZ
−1
i+1n, (4.8)
4.2 Primitive vecotrs in V
Under the specialization in 4.1, we get the following:
Proposition 4.2 Under the specialization (4.1) and (4.2), v ∈ V satisfies the
condition
eiv = 0 for any i = 1, · · · , n, (4.9)
if and only if v = cu~0 (c ∈ C) where
~0 = (0, 0, · · · , 0) ∈M .
Proof. By (4.1) and (4.2), the action of ei on um ∈ V (m = (mg h) ∈ M) is
given by
eium =
∑
i≤k≤n
[mi k +mi k−1 −mi−1 k−1 −mi+1 k]um+ǫi k+···ǫi n , (4.10)
where ǫj k ∈M satisfies that the (j, k)-entry is 1 and all others are 0. If m = ~0,
we have mi k +mi k−1 −mi−1 k−1 −mi+1 k = 0 for all i ≤ k ≤ n, which implies
that eiu~0 = 0 for any i.
Conversely, assume that v =
∑
m∈M cmum (cm ∈ C) satisfies (4.9). First,
we have
0 = env = Xnn{Z
−1
n−1n−1Znn}v =
∑
m∈M
cm[mnn −mn−1n−1]um+ǫnn . (4.11)
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This implies that
mn−1n−1 6= mnn =⇒ cm = 0, (4.12)
and then we have v =
∑
m∈M,mn−1n−1=mnn
cmvm.
Next, by en−1v = 0 we have
0 = en−1v = (Xn−1n−1Xn−1n{Zn−1n−1Z
−1
n−2n−2}+Xn−1n{Zn−1nZn−1n−1Z
−1
n−2n−1Z
−1
nn})v
=
∑
m ∈ M,
mn−1n−1 = mnn
cm[mn−1n−1 −mn−2n−2]um+ǫn−1n−1+ǫn−1n
+cm[mn−1n +mn−1n−1 −mn−2n−1 −mnn]um+ǫn−1n .
This implies that
cm[mn−1n−1 −mn−2n−2] = cm[mn−1n +mn−1n−1 −mn−2n−1 −mnn] = 0
(4.13)
for any m ∈ M satisfying mn−1n−1 = mnn since all vectors appear in the
summation are linearly independent under the condition mn−1n−1 = mnn, that
is, the index m + ǫn−1n−1 + ǫn−1n and m
′ + ǫn−1n never coincide for arbitrary
m,m′ under the condition mn−1n−1 = mnn. Thus, by (4.12) and (4.13) we
have unless
mn−2n−2 = mn−1n−1 = mnn,
mn−2n−1 = mn−1n,
cm = 0.
Here we assume that cm = 0 in v unless
mi i = mi+1 i+1 = · · · · · · · · · = mnn,
mi i+1 = mi+1 i+2 = · · · · · · = mn−1n, (4.14)
· · · · · ·
mi n−1 = mi+1n.
By eiv = 0 we get
0 =
n∑
k=i
Xi kXi k+1 · · ·Xi n{Zi kZi k−1Z
−1
i−1 k−1Z
−1
i+1 k}v
=
∑
m ∈ M,
m satisfies (4.14)
n∑
k=i
cm[mi k +mi k−1 −mi−1 k−1 −mi+1 k]um+ǫi k+···+ǫi n
=
∑
m ∈ M,
m satisfies (4.14)
(cm[mi i −mi−1 i−1]um+ǫi i+···+ǫi n
+cm[mi i+1 +mi i −mi−1 i −mi+1 i+1]um+ǫi i+1+···+ǫi n (4.15)
+ · · · · · ·+
+cm[mi n +mi n−1 −mi−1n−1 −mi+1n]um+ǫi n).
It follows from (4.14) that all vectors apear in the summation (4.15) are linearly
independent. Therefore, we obtain that cm = 0, unless
mi i −mi−1 i−1 = 0,
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mi i+1 +mi i −mi−1 i −mi+1 i+1 = 0,
· · · · · · · · ·
mi n +mi n−1 −mi−1n−1 −mi+1n = 0.
Thus, from this and (4.14) we get cm = 0 unless
mi−1 i−1 = mi i = mi+1 i+1 = · · · · · · · · · = mnn,
mi−1 i = mi i+1 = mi+1 i+2 = · · · · · · = mn−1n, (4.16)
· · · · · ·
mi−1,n−2 = mi n−1 = mi+1n,
mi−1n−1 = mi n.
Thus, using e2v = e3v = · · · = en−1v = env = 0 we have cm = 0 unless
m1 1 = m2 2 = m3 3 = · · · · · · · · · = mnn,
m1 2 = m2 3 = m3 4 = · · · = mn−1n, (4.17)
· · · · · ·
m1,n−2 = m2n−1 = m3n,
m1n−1 = m2n.
Finally, using e1v = 0, we have
0 =
n∑
k=1
X1 kX1 k+1 · · ·X1n{Z1kZ1 k−1Z
−1
2 k }v
=
∑
m ∈ M,
m satisfies (4.17)
n∑
k=1
cm[m1 k +m1 k−1 −m2 k]um+ǫ1k+···+ǫ1n
=
∑
m ∈ M,
m satisfies (4.17)
(cm[m1 1]um+ǫ1 1+···+ǫ1n
+cm[m1 2 +m1 1 −m2 2]um+ǫ1 2+···+ǫ1n (4.18)
+ · · · · · ·+
+cm[m1n +m1n−1 −m2n]um+ǫ1n).
Under the condition of (4.17), we get that cm = 0, unless
0 = m1 1 = m1 2 = · · · = m1n. (4.19)
Therefore, it follows from (4.17) and (4.19) that cm = 0 unless
0 = m1 1 = m2 2 = m3 3 = · · · · · · · · · = mnn,
0 = m1 2 = m2 3 = m3 4 = · · · = mn−1n, (4.20)
· · · · · ·
0 = m1,n−2 = m2n−1 = m3n,
0 = m1n−1 = m2n,
which implies that v = cu~0.
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Remark. In the proof of the proposition, we see easily that we do not need
(4.1) essentially. It is required for simplification of the proof or the presentations.
So it is possible to proceed the same argument for generic ajk’s.
The primitive vector u~0 possesses the following property:
Proposition 4.3 Under the condition (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we have fλi+1i u~0 =
0.
Proof. We obtain the explicit form of fλi+1i on V by (3.6) in Proposition
3.3 taking m = λi + 1. By Lemma 4.1, under the specialization (4.1), (4.2) and
(4.3), we have sibi+1−kn−kb
−1
i+1−kn+1−kbi−kn+1−kb
−1
i−kn−k = ε
−λi . Thus, on u~0
we have
fλi+1i u~0
= [λi + 1]!
λi+1∑
p=1
∑
i ≤ kp < · · · < k1 ≤ n
1 ≤ νp < · · · < ν1 = λi + 1
p∏
r=1
A
∗νr−νr+1
n+1−i n+1−kr
p∏
r=1
{
ε−λi ; νr − 1
νr − νr+1
}
u~0.
For any p ∈ {1, 2, · · · , λi + 1} and any νp, · · · , ν1 satisying 1 ≤ νp < · · · < ν1 =
λi + 1, there exists some r ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p} such that νr+1 ≤ λi < νr. Therefore,
for such r we have{
ε−λi ; νr − 1
νr − νr+1
}
=
{ε−λi+νr−1}{ε−λi+νr−2} · · · {ε−λi+νr+1}
[νr − νr+1]!
= 0.
Thus, we obtain fλi+1i u~0 = 0.
Here for λ := (λ1, · · · , λn) (0 ≤ λi < l) we define the Uε-submodule L(λ) of
V by L(λ) := Uεu~0.
Let V (λ) be the irreducible highest weight Uq(g)-module as in 3.2. Let VA(λ)
be the UA-submodule of V (λ) generated by vλ. Set Vε(λ) := VA(λ) ⊗A Cε,
which is naturally Uε-module. Note that Vε(λ) is not necessarily irreducible. By
Propositoin 4.3, f
〈hi,λ〉+1
i u~0 = 0 (i ∈ I), thus we have the following surjective
Uε-linear map π : Vε(λ) −→ L(λ) given by π : vλ 7→ u~0. It seems that the
module L(λ) is in the similar stream of the theory of U resε -modules. Here we
expect that L(λ) is an irreducible highest weight Uε-module. Suprisingly, in
the next section we obtain more interesting results that L(λ) can be seen as an
irreducible Ufinε -module. This means that we get U
res
ε (or U
fin
ε )-modules directly
from Uε-modules.
4.3 Shifts of parameters
Let r(0) = (r
(0)
j ), s
(0) = (s
(0)
j ) ∈ (C
×)n and a(0) = (a
(0)
jk ), b
(0) = (b
(0)
jk ) ∈ (C
×)N
be the parameters satisfying (4.1)–(4.3).
Fix a basis vector uξ ∈ V (ξ = (ξjk) ∈ M) arbitrarily and set b
(ξ) :=
(ε−ξjkb
(0)
jk ) ∈ (C
×)N . In this setting we obtain the following:
Proposition 4.4 For any µ = (µjk) ∈M and any X ∈ Uε, set
Φr(0),s(0),a(0),b(0)(X)uµ =
∑
m∈M
Cmum. (4.21)
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Then we have
Φr(0),s(0),a(0),b(ξ)(X)uµ+ξ =
∑
m∈M
Cmum+ξ (4.22)
Proof. It is shown easily from the formula
ψa(0),b(0)(xjk)uµjk = a
(0)
jk uµjk+1, ψa(0),b(0)(zjk)uµjk = b
(0)
jk ε
µjkuµjk ,
ψa(0),b(ξ)(xjk)uµjk+ξjk = a
(0)
jk uµjk+ξjk+1,
ψa(0),b(ξ)(zjk)uµjk+ξjk = b
(ξ)
jk ε
µjk+ξjkuµjk+ξjk = b
(0)
jk ε
µjkuµjk+ξjk .
By Proposition 4.4, we have the following result.
Proposition 4.5 We consider the representation (Φr(0),s(0),a(0),b(ξ) ,V). A vec-
tor v ∈ V satisfies the condition
eiv = 0 for any i = 1, · · · , n, (4.23)
if and only if v = cuξ (c ∈ C) where uξ ∈ V is the fixed basis vector as above.
By this proposition, if we take the parameters properly, any basis vector uξ
in V can be a primitive vector.
5 Irreducible Ufinε -module
Suppose that parameters r, s, a, b satisfy the conditions (4.1)–(4.3). In this case
u~0 is the unique (up to constant) primitive vector in V . As we defined in the
last section, set L(λ) := Uεu~0 (λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · , λn), 0 ≤ λi ≤ l − 1), which is a
Uε-submodule of V . In this section we shall see several properties of this module
and it amounts to an irreducible Ufinε -module.
5.1 Root vectors
First, we see higher root vectors in Uε. There are several definitions for them.
We shall introduce two of them here and discuss their relations.
The first one is defined by using (2.13) and (2.16). We also denote them by
eα and fα (α ∈ ∆+).
Lemma 5.1 The root vectors eα and fα ∈ Uε (α ∈ ∆+) defined by (2.13) and
(2.16) satisfy the relations (2.11), (2.12), (2.14), (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18) in
Uε.
Proof. The proof for the fα case is similar to the eα case, thus we shall
only see the eα case. We shall show (2.11), (2.14) and (2.15) simultaneously
by the induction on the height of roots. Set α = αj + αj+1 · · · + αk, β =
α − αj and γ = β − αj+1 ∈ ∆+ (j < k). If the condition (α, αi) = 0 and
i < g(α)(= k) hold, we know that i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , j − 2, j + 1, j + 2, · · · , k − 1}. If
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , j− 2, j+2, · · · , k− 1}, by the hypothesis of the induction we have
eieβ = eβei and then
eieα = ei(ε
−1ejeβ − eβej) = (ε
−1ejeβ − eβej)ei = eαei.
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If i = j + 1, by the hypothesis of the induction we have εej+1eβ = eβej+1,
ejeγ = eγej and then
ej+1eα = ej+1(ε
−1ejeβ − eβej) = ej+1(ε
−1ej(ε
−1ej+1eγ − eγej+1)− eβej)
= ε−2ej+1ejej+1eγ − ε
−1ej+1ejeγej+1 − ej+1eβej
= ε−1eβej+1ej + eγej+1ejej+1 + ε
−1ejeβej+1 − eβejej+1 − eγej+1ejej+1 − ε
−1eβej+1ej
= ε−1ejeβej+1 − eβejej+1 = eαej+1.
Here we used the formula;
ej+1ejej+1eγ = εeβej+1ej + ε
2eγej+1ejej+1 + εejeβej+1,
ej+1ejeγej+1 = eβejej+1 + eγej+1ejej+1.
Next, if the condition (α, αi) = −1 and i < g(α)(= k) hold, we know that
i = j − 1. In this case, we have
ej−1eα+αj−1 = ej−1(ε
−1ej−1eα − eαej−1)
= ej−1(ε
−1ej−1(ε
−1ejeβ − eβej)− (ε
−1ejeβ − eβej)ej−1)
= ε−2([2]ej−1ejej−1eβ − eje
2
j−1eβ)− ε
−1eβe
2
j−1ej − ej−1(ε
−1ejeβ − eβej)ej−1
= ((−ε−2ejeβ + ε
−1eβej)ej−1 + ε
−2ej−1(ε
−1ejeβ − eβej))ej−1
= ε−1(ε−1ej−1eα − eαej−1)ej−1 = ε
−1eα+αj−1ej−1.
Finally, under the same condition as above, using ejeα = ε
−1eαej , eβeα =
εeαeβ , ej−1eβ = eβej−1 and eje
2
β−[2]eβejeβ+e
2
βej = e
2
jeβ−[2]ejeβej+eβe
2
j = 0
we have
e2αej−1 = (ε
−1ejeβ − eβej)eαej−1 = ejeαej−1eβ − eβejeαej−1
= ε−1e2jej−1e
2
β − ejeβejej−1eβ − ε
−1eβe
2
jej−1eβ + eβejeβejej−1
=
ε−2
[2]
e2jej−1e
2
β − ε
−1eβe
2
jej−1e
2
β +
1
[2]
e2βe
2
jej−1
= ej−1(−ε
−2ejeβejeβ + ε
−1eβe
2
jeβ + ε
−1eje
2
βej − eβejeβej)
+[2](ε−2ejeβej−1ejeβ − ε
−1ejeβej−1eβej − ε
−1eβejej−1ejeβ + eβejej−1eβej)
= −ej−1e
2
α + [2]eαej−1eα,
and then we have eαeα+αj−1 = εeα+αj−1eα.
Here we introduce the alternative definition of root vectors [2]. For roots
α = αi + αi+1 + · · ·αj and β = αj+1 + αj+2 + · · ·+ αk (i < j < k), we define
eα+β = eαeβ − εeβeα, (5.1)
fα+β = fαfβ − ε
−1fβfα, (5.2)
where we set eαi := ei and fαi := fi. Note that this definitions are well-defined,
that is, these do not depend on the choice of j.
We obtain the following simple relations between two types of the root vec-
tors:
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Lemma 5.2 For any α ∈ ∆+, we have
eα = ε
height(α)−1eα, fα = ε
−height(α)+1fα, (5.3)
elα = e
l
α, f
l
α = f
l
α. (5.4)
Proof. The proof of (5.3) is done by using induction on the height of roots
and (5.4) is immediate consequence of (5.3) since εl = 1.
5.2 Ufin
ε
-module structure on V
For α ∈ ∆+ we define the actions of eα and fα recursively by using the formula
(2.13) and (2.16) as in the previous subsection.
Proposition 5.3 For any α ∈ ∆+ and i = 1, · · · , n, we have
elα = f
l
α = 0 and t
2l
i = 1 on V . (5.5)
Proof. Since Φr,s,a,b(ti) = ε
λiZ2inZ
−1
i−1nZ
−1
i+1n on V and Z
l
ij = 1, it is trivial
that t2li = 1. To show the nilpotency of eα and fα we see the following result in
[2].
Proposition 5.4 ([2] Proposition 3.4) For α = αi + αi+1 + · · · + αj , the
actions of elα and f
l
α on V are given by
elα =
1
(ε− ε−1)l

 ∑
k1≥i,···,kj−i+1≥j
j−i+1∑
p=1
(−1)p−1θ(k1 ≥ · · · ≥ kp < · · · < kj−i+1)
Ci k1···kp−1(Ci+p−1 kp − C
−1
i+p−1 kp
)Ci+p kp+1···kj−i+1Di k1···kj−i+1
)
· id,
f
l
α =
1
(ε− ε−1)l

 ∑
k1≥n+1−j,···,kj−i+1≥n+1−i
j−i+1∑
p=1
(−1)p−1θ(k1 ≥ · · · ≥ kp < · · · < kj−i+1)
Cn+1−j k1···kp−1(Cn−j+p kp − C
−1
n−j+p kp)Cn−j+p+1 kp+1···kj−i+1Dn−j+1 k1···kj−i+1
)
· id,
where θ(X) = 1 if X is true and θ(X) = 0 otherwise, and we set
Ci k := (ε
−1ribikbik−1b
−1
i−1k−1b
−1
i+1k)
l, (5.6)
Cik := (ε
−1sibk+1−i kbk−i k−1b
−1
k+1−i k−1b
−1
k−i k)
l, (5.7)
Dik :=
n∏
p=k
(aip)
l, Dik :=
n∏
p=k
(a−1p+1−i p)
l, (5.8)
and φi k1···kp := φi k1 · · ·φi kp for φ = C,C,D,D.
Applying the specializations of the parameters (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) to Cik,
Cik, Dik and Dik, we have Cik = Cik = 1, which implies that Cn−j+p kp −
C−1n−j+p kp = Cn−j+p kp − C
−1
n−j+p kp = 0 and then e
l
α = f
l
α = 0. Since we have
elα = e
l
α and f
l
α = f
l
α by Lemma 5.2, we obtain that e
l
α = f
l
α = 0 on V .
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Theorem 5.5 (i) If we define the actions of eα and fα (α ∈ ∆+) by using
(2.13) and (2.16), the vector space V becomes Ufinε -module.
(ii) The subspace L(λ) (λ = (λ1, · · · , λn), λi ∈ {0, 1, · · · , l − 1}) is the irre-
ducible Ufinε -submodule of V.
Proof. To show the former half of the theorem, it suffices to check the
relations (2.7)–(2.20) in Proposition 2.1. The relations (2.7)–(2.10) are satisfied
since V is originally Uε-module. The relations (2.11)–(2.18) are obtained from
Lemma 5.2. We have the relations (2.19) and (2.20) from Proposition 5.3. Thus,
we have the well-defined actions of Ufinε on V .
5.3 Proof of irreducibility
In orderto show the irreducibility of L(λ), we need the following:
Proposition 5.6 Any finite dimensional Ufinε -module contains a primitive vec-
tor.
To show the proposition, we shall show the following lemma
Lemma 5.7 Let L > 0 be a sufficiently large integer. For any i1, i2, · · · , iL ∈ I
we have in Ufinε ,
eiL · · · ei2ei1 = 0. (5.9)
Proof. We define a Z-gradation on (Ufinε )
+ by the following way: As we
have seen in Proposition 2.2, (Ufinε )
+ has the basis
{erNβNe
rN−1
βN−1
· · · er1β1}0≤r1,···,rN<l.
Using this, we define
(Ufinε )
+
d :=
⊕
r1ht(β1)+···+rNht(βN )=d
CerNβNe
rN−1
βN−1
· · · er1β1 , (5.10)
where ht(β) is the height of a root β ∈ ∆+. We have
(Ufinε )
+ =
⊕
d
(Ufinε )
+
d .
An element in (Ufinε )
+
d is called a homogeneous element of degree d. Since all
the relations in (Ufinε )
+, that is, (2.11), (2.13), (2.14, (2.15) and (2.19) are
homogeneous, it is well-defined and then we obtain (Ufinε )
+
d (U
fin
ε )
+
e ⊂ (U
fin
ε )
+
d+e
for d, e ∈ Z≥0. Hence, eiL · · · ei2ei1 is a homogeneous element of degree L.
It immediately follows from Proposition 2.2 that the maximum degree is (l −
1)
∑N
i=1 ht(βi) := J , which implies that if L > J , (U
fin
ε )
+
L = 0. Thus, if L is
sufficiently large, a homogeneous element eiL · · · ei2ei1 must vanish.
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Suppose that a finite dimensional Ufinε -module
V does not have any primitive vector. So any non-zero v ∈ V there exists
an infinite sequence i1, i2, · · · , ik, · · · (ij ∈ I) such that all vectors v, ei1v,
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ei2ei1v, · · · , eik · · · ei2ei1v, · · · never vanish. But this contradicts to Lemma 5.7.
Therefore, V contains a primitive vector.
Let W be a non-zero submodule of L(λ). By Proposition 5.6, W contains
a primitive vector. By the uniqueness of the primitive vector in V (Proposition
4.2), W has to contain u~0. Therefore, W = L(λ) and then L(λ) is irreducible.
Here we completed the proof of Theorem 5.5(ii).
By Proposition 7.1 in [5], for a ’l-restricted weight’ (see 3.2) λ ∈ P+ the U
res
ε -
module V resε (λ) (see 3.2) is identified with the irreducible U
fin
ε -module, which
is isomorphic to L(λ). Accodingly, by Theorem 5.5 we realize the irreducible
highest weight U resε -module V
res
ε (λ) with the l-restricted highest weight λ in the
vector space V .
Our further problem is to write down a basis of L(λ) explicitly. Any ba-
sis vector of the irreducible Uq(g)-module V (λ) is parametrized by ”Young
tableaux” of shape λ. So by the constrcution of V resε (λ) in 3.2, we deduce
that a basis vector of L(λ) would be parametrized by ’restricted’(in some sense)
Young tableaux. We would also like to see the structure of the quotient module
V/L(λ) or the tensor product of V ⊗ V .
In [6], for the Bn, Cn and Dn-cases the analogous presentations of the max-
imal cyclic representations are given explicitly. Thus, we can apply the proce-
dure adopted here to them and might hope to obtain the irreducible Ufinε (Bn)
(Ufinε (Cn), U
fin
ε (Dn))-modules, which will be discussed elsewhere.
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